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Review by Lloyd Gardner, Rutgers University

REFIGHTING VIETNAM – ‘TIL WE WIN!

o one can have any doubts after reading Triumph Forsaken about where Mark
Moyar stands. There are no shades of grey here. The book is for those who like
their Cold War history straight—no mixer to dilute the story. It is a book that

challenges the orthodox (according to Moyar) view of a “defeat” he believes did not have to
happen. The ultimate outcome in Vietnam, he argues, was foreshadowed by two disastrous
decisions: first, the American-abetted coup
against Diem in 1963 that unleashed a
plague of incompetent generals and self-
serving Buddhist monks, and, second, the
failure to move north in the next two years
with limited ground forces to cut off the
enemy from his source of supplies.

The man most responsible for the first
decision, Moyar asserts, was Ambassador
Henry Cabot Lodge, a Republican appointed
by JFK in order to spread the responsibility
around should things go bad. It was a
horrible decision from the get-go, because
Lodge enjoyed undue freedom of action by
the very nature of an appointment designed
to ward off another “who lost China”
debacle. The history of Henry Cabot Lodge
in Vietnam has been told many times. No
one doubts his crucial role. One account,
which has a certain similarity to Moyar’s, is
the novel by the Australian writer, Morris
West, entitled simply, The Ambassador.
West’s fictional Lodge comes to Vietnam
filled with New England certainty about all
things great and small. He acts out of that
background rather than any sense of the
consequences. He regrets his role in the
overthrow of the Vietnamese leader, and
indeed suffers a breakdown as a result. Moyar’s Lodge similarly puts his judgment against
that of military men and others with a keener sense of Vietnamese politics. When Diem
will not kowtow to his demands, the ambassador turns against him and plots his demise.
But afterwards in real life, Lodge had no regrets and indeed became one of the leading
hawks in the LBJ years. His role on the first Council of Wisemen in 1965 was to dismiss all
arguments about whether the South Vietnamese would object to a mass infusion of
American ground forces. More on that later.

Lloyd Gardner is the Charles and Mary Beard
Professor of History at Rutgers University, where he
has taught since 1963. A specialist in 20th Century
foreign policy, Gardner is the author or editor of
fifteen books on American foreign policy including
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1913-1921 (1976), A Covenant with Power:
American and World Order from Wilson to Reagan
(1984), Redefining the Past: Essays in Diplomatic
History in Honor of William Appleman Williams
(1986), Safe for Democracy: The Anglo-American
Response to Revolution, 1913-1923 (1984),
Approaching Vietnam: From World War II through
Dienbienphu, 1941-1954 (1988), Spheres of
Influence: The Great Powers Partition Europe from
Munich to Yalta (1993), Pay Any Price: Lyndon
Johnson and the Wars for Vietnam (1995), and The
Search for Peace in Vietnam, 1964-1968 (2004) with
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The point to keep in mind is that Washington, from the President on down, was indeed
divided about Diem’s ability to survive, let alone eventually prevail over his multiple
enemies. Could the war be won with Diem in power was the burning question, not liberal
desires to export the New Frontier or the Great Society. The answer for some was no, and
JFK did not intervene decisively to stop what was going on in clandestine meetings
between Lucien Conein and dissident generals. How long would it have been until Diem
pulled down the presidential palace around him? How far would Diem go to maintain his
style of governance? The CIA had tracked his lack of progress since 1954 in building a
viable state. Doubts did not begin with Henry Cabot Lodge nor with Moyar’s other “heavy”
– the media. Diem’s primary agenda had always been the securing of American aid – with
no strings attached. He was once described as a puppet that pulled his own strings. And
John Foster Dulles quipped after a Diem visit that one would think the Vietnamese leader
would at least be interested in what an American secretary of state had to say. Not Diem.
He figured his greatest risks were in alienating his wealthy supporters by taxing their
lucrative trade in reselling imports, not the VC out in the boondocks. Eisenhower had
attempted to add a qualifier to American aid that it would depend on real progress
politically and economically. That caveat was forgotten as the American military
commitment grew. But a 1959 NIE (National Intelligence Estimate), 63-59, noted that
“South Vietnam has made only limited progress toward basic long-term economic
development in the five years since independence.” The bulk of American aid, meanwhile,
was used to finance imports sold locally, giving the economy a superficially healthy look
like the blush on a TB patient. Not only did this policy hold up economic development, it
created a parasitical class loyal to Diem, but not much use otherwise in nation-building.

Another NIE in late August 1960 noted a sharp deterioration in the previous six months,
both in terms of security and the growth of corruption. “Dissatisfaction and discontent
with the government will probably continue to rise unless the security situation improves
and unless Diem can be brought to reduce the corruption and excesses of his regime.” In
another place in this NIE, policymakers could read, “These adverse trends are not
irreversible, but if they remain unchecked, they will almost certainly in time cause the
collapse of Diem’s regime.” Note, the operative word was collapse, not military defeat.
What the media picked up from American officials in Vietnam were similar warnings and
fears, not a self-generated determination to force Western-style liberalism on the
Vietnamese. In other words, the question that posed itself was whether victory was
possible with a regime that showed no signs of understanding, let alone correcting, its
policies regarding corruption – and, over the long run, economic development?

Maybe that was an erroneous conclusion, and maybe Diem was a survivalist. But fears he
was on course to follow other deposed dictators in Asia, not that he was illiberal, caused
the doubts in the policymaking community—worse even, he might come to an agreement
with Hanoi, as strange as that sounded. He was at least willing to drop such hints to give
himself wiggle room, much to American distress. Moyar’s Diem, however, is almost a saint,
a celibate patriot who, at the moment the 1963 coup began, supposedly forsook a chance to
save himself by refusing to order attacks on rebel headquarters so that the army might be
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preserved to fight the Communists. That is a bold assertion, but certainly Diem wanted to
make a deal at the end. Ho Chi Minh, by contrast, is portrayed here as a womanizer who was
willing to sell his country out to the interests of the Chinese. The politics of personality
plays a large role in Moyar’s analysis, not stopping with Diem and Ho, but spreading across
his cast of characters. The Buddhists—especially Tri Quang—are sorted out as little more
than agitators without a cause, who behave insidiously, and sometimes snarl. With all that,
and with all the known differences between North and South Vietnam, the 26 May 1959 NIE
still concluded that Hanoi had charted a “generally realistic” course, a phrase that bespoke
a wish Saigon could do the same, or better. “North Vietnam’s economic planning appears to
be generally realistic and well adapted to the economic potential of the country. In contrast
to South Vietnam, the emphasis is on present sacrifice for promised future benefits, and the
standard of living is being kept very low in order to squeeze out capital for investment.”
Things change over time, but the outlook for Diem changing was bleak to non-existent.
(One reason American policymakers believed “Rolling Thunder” would send the right
signal, by the way, as voiced by Max Taylor and others, was that the North had so much to
lose in terms of what it had built up in the years since the end of the French War! )

Moyar is very harsh in his treatment of those he believes had no military expertise, the
media, of course, but also the State Department, and academic theorists of limited war.
Going back to the beginning, so to speak, at the end of World War II, Moyar dismisses
Archimedes L. Patti’s 600-page critical study entitled Why Vietnam as a case of later second
thoughts to suit fashions after defeat. An OSS (Office of Strategic Services) agent who met
and talked with Ho Chi Minh, Patti wrote of missed opportunities and developed a powerful
argument why that should not have happened. But Moyar cites a Patti telegram in August
1945 that talks about “red elements” leading his movement in an illiberal direction and
concludes he would not be a reliable ally. It will not be news to readers of Patti’s book that
the author did not feel Ho Chi Minh would be a reliable ally. The point argued at great
length was that there were opportunities for American policy, and that Ho’s beliefs did not
rule out a “rapprochement” of some sort not unlike Nixon’s approach to China, a much
more dangerous enemy after a war terribly costly to all Vietnamese and the United States.

Then there was the case of George Ball. Moyar calls Ball’s memoirs self-serving, indeed
“unusually self-serving even by the standards of political memoirs.” His major offense
seems to have been that he changed his mind between February and July 1965. Moyar
suggests that like Patti, he wanted to wash away his sins and the historical record all at
once. He didn’t start out as a doubter, Dean Rusk would say, but maybe he convinced
himself in the process of the decision-making. That seems rather admirable, one could say,
given the standards of Vietnam decision-making, rather than self-serving. (We will wait to
see if Clark Clifford is also scourged for changing his mind not once but twice in a promised
second volume.)

Kennedy’s administration was divided into pro-coup and anti-coup factions, and it is
certainly the case that this division afforded Lodge greater opportunities to push his
understanding of what was best for the U.S. and for Vietnam. To say there were no
opportunities to rein him in, however, would be inaccurate. The main fear was always
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whether a coup would succeed, not whether the United States had the right to do such a
thing. Thus, as Moyar quotes LBJ, “The worst mistake we ever made was getting rid of
Diem.” With that mindset (although Johnson could have been lamenting that the coup,
followed by JFK’s death left him with a terrible dilemma), there would seem to be little
room for a serious evaluation of Vietnamese politics, beyond a deadly version of “Deal or
No Deal, Coup or No Coup.” Moyar laments that Americans failed to understand the nature
of those politics—and the need for someone like Diem at the helm—but if the only options
are to overthrow or not to overthrow, what does that say about American ability to wage
any kind of war in such a land? Interestingly, in this regard it was not only George W. Ball
who argued that Americans would find themselves in an alien environment, but also Max
Taylor (before his conversion experience at Hawaii in 1965), and General Westmoreland,
who did not want to use American troops in heavily populated areas.

A final comment on the paths of those favoring or opposing a coup. Henry Cabot Lodge
became a diehard supporter of the war. In 1965, during the discussion about whether to
send the first 100,000 troops, he argued that it was unnecessary to take into account any
views out of Saigon, because there was nothing there that could be called a government—
which was, one could argue, a telling statement about the American project in Vietnam
after eleven years. On the other side, Robert McNamara, who had opposed the coup, found
himself becoming more and more doubtful about whether the war was winnable, or
whether Americans should be fighting it.

In regard to the second decision deemed by Moyar as foretelling ultimate defeat, the failure
to move north at a critical moment to cut off infiltration, the story really begins with the
isolated response in the Gulf of Tonkin (whether the second attack took place or not, and
Moyar thinks it did not), which he says sent the wrong signal, and the limited nature of the
Rolling Thunder bombing campaign. Among early advocates of sending troops to Vietnam
was McGeorge Bundy, who thought in 1964 that a small number of American soldiers
would do the trick, especially if accompanied by a Congressional resolution and actions in
the United Nations. Bundy thought in terms of crisis management, as if Vietnam were like
the Cuban Missile Crisis. He did not want to go north, however, and neither did LBJ. The
only serious advocate of such a campaign into North Vietnam in the inner circle was Walt
Rostow, and he had been so since 1961 after the disaster at the Bay of Pigs. Johnson, writes
Moyar, was too fearful of a Chinese response. Later revelations from Chinese sources, he
argues, demonstrate that the Chinese were not really interested in fighting in Vietnam, and
were reluctant to engage the United States in another “Korea” – even less so than the
Americans. Of course, such an assertion undermines another of the book’s arguments that
there really was a domino threat in Southeast Asia, and that if the North had succeeded it
would have joined with the Chinese to carry the revolution on bayonets into other lands
starting with Thailand. McNamara has spent a second lifetime (it seems) explaining to
Vietnamese leaders it was a case of mistaken identity. Not so says Moyar, there were
Chinese troops in NVN clearly showing an alliance—they did not have to fight only because
the United States adopted a defensive strategy. But they were obviously not anxious to
engage the Americans elsewhere, and according to the author offered only limited
promises of actual support. Hence LBJ was too timid. So what do we have? On the one
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hand, a Sino-Vietnamese threat existed to all of SE Asia, but on the other the Chinese were
saying not so fast, we don’t want to fight the Americans. Somewhere in the middle of this
discussion LBJ would have button-holed Moyar and asked him this question: If I go north,
these Chinese troops you are talking about, even if I only try to cut off the Ho Chi Minh trail,
can you guarantee they will just stand around?

It is at this point that one must stop and consider from a different angle Triumph Forsaken’s
reassertion of the Munich analogy and the domino thesis. Moyar argues that countries all
the way across the globe to Saudi Arabia expressed their anxiety lest the United States
abandon Vietnam, and that all European countries except France gave Washington
unqualified support. The failure of the many flags campaign—LBJ’s effort to secure foot
soldiers from allied countries—does not speak well to such an overriding concern. One
remembers Dean Rusk practically begging the British to send even a token force. As for
those that did, especially South Korea, the troops were essentially “mercenaries” who saw
(the soldiers themselves) a good chance to make something for their families out of the war
financially. Certainly, the pay was much better than anything they could get at home. As for
Germany and Japan, one can look at the essays by Wilifried Mausbach and Hideki Kan in
Lloyd Gardner and Ted Gittinger, eds., The Search for Peace in Vietnam, 1964-1968, for a
different view of the enthusiasm for the American project.

“Mao had definite plans for large battles in Thailand and beyond,” writes Moyar, proof he
would say of the Munich analogy and the domino thesis. It took Robert McNamara a long
time, but when he wrote Argument without End, after several meetings with the old enemy,
the former Secretary of Defense concluded it was all a case of mistaken identity. What we
thought they were up to, they were not; and what they thought we were up to, we were not.
It is a kind of belated, backhanded, admission that there were no dominoes at stake. Not
very convincing otherwise, to be sure, in terms of the question of Vietnamese
determination to write their history.

But many things changed in a few years, counters Moyar, including the overthrow of
Sukarno in Indonesia, the widening of the Sino-Soviet rift, the wars across Vietnam, Laos
and Cambodia, and – “Richard Nixon’s rapprochements with the two large Communist
powers.” Now, if the Munich analogy taught anything to policymakers, it was supposed to
be that diplomacy did not work with fanatic regimes like Hitler’s Nazi Germany or Mao’s
China. Moyar argues that the American stand in Vietnam made possible diplomacy, forcing
Beijing into a “realist” frame of mind, apparently. Could it not equally be (since we are
supposed to look at all sides of an issue) that the Chinese saw Nixon as a “realist” who had a
mission to end the war, and who needed China as much as China needed him? In that
sense, Vietnam did indeed propel the nation forward into détente however we define it, to
get out of the war and make up for lost time. In his memoirs, Nixon talked about his trips to
Eastern and Western Europe before the 1968 election, especially to Rumania, and that he
learned there that the general feeling was that the United States was concentrating on the
barn while the house was on fire. Or for that matter, taking a slightly different perspective,
Nixon’s 1967 article, “Asia after Vietnam,” in Foreign Affairs, which sounded a very different
note than then-current emanations from Washington about the Chinese threat. “Taking the
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long view, we simply cannot afford to leave China forever outside the family of nations,
there to nurture its fantasies, cherish its hates, and threaten its neighbors.” One can parse
this sentence many ways, but its call for a new China policy beyond military containment
cannot be denied. There is an admission here—and more than that—a positive view that
what America does or does not do will have a great deal to do with Beijing’s world outlook.
Later in the article, Nixon talks about the transfer of Western technology to Asia—a whole
new chapter he calls it, in the Winning of the West.

What it comes down to, in the end, is that the Vietnamese were remarkably willing to suffer
casualties to win the war. We were willing to drop more bombs than in the history of
modern warfare, but Johnson and then Nixon drew the line at invading the North. Rather
than isolating and cutting off the lifeline of the North Vietnamese, a more likely scenario
would find the Americans without support among the populace and without allies in the
wider world for such a move. A later NIE pointed out that American forces were being
ambushed in precisely the same places as attacks on the French had occurred. And every
time we had to withdraw to close up communications and supply, the enemy would have
returned to former positions.

Was Vietnam unwinnable? At a time when the colonial empires were collapsing, the United
States backed itself into a corner in Vietnam, and became a prisoner of exaggerated fears,
and that determined how it viewed the struggle. Unwinnable was unthinkable in such a
situation. Did leaders in Hanoi feel sure they would win, according to their definition of
victory? Hardly. But what they did know is that they were willing to continue sacrificing
the present for the future. Pretty hard to beat that sort of Calvinist determination.
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